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Give us a wave!
WaveOptics’ award-winning
diffractive waveguide
p. 3

Sealed and
delivered

Invisible touch
Visitors to the AR/VR/MR
exhibitions get their hands
on the latest versions of
alternative realities.

page 9

At Monday night’s UCF CREOL alumni and
associates event, SPIE announced the estab-

lishment of the SPIE-Glebov Family Optics
and Photonics Graduate Scholarship Fund
for the University
of Central Florida
(UCF) College of
Optics and Photonics (CREOL).
The $325,000 in
funding from SPIE
will be matched in
full by the College’s
Research Founda(L-R) David Hagan,
John Greivenkamp,
Alexei Glebov, and
Kent Rochford.
Credit: SPIE

tion and the Glebov family, to create scholarships for graduate students at CREOL.
“The generosity of Leonid Glebov and
Larissa Glebova ensures promising opportunities for graduate students studying optics
and photonics at UCF CREOL,” said SPIE
CEO Kent Rochford. “We are delighted to
join with the Glebovs in creating a scholarship fund that will exist in perpetuity to help
support the next generations of scientists and
engineers who will create the future using
optics and photonics.”
Leonid Glebov, a research professor, and
his wife, Larissa Glebova, a retired research
scientist, are longtime members of UCF
continued on page 34

Eric Betzig has not been
resting on his laureate
“If you want to understand any dynamic
system, no matter how good your information is about its components, no matter
how good the static images of the components, it’s not enough to understand that
system,” noted Eric Betzig at the BiOS Plenary Session on Sunday, where he talked
about “the secret life of cells” and his work
involved in discovering that secret life.
To help explain the issue, Betzig
discussed earlier microscopy tools and
showed a slide of a BMW engine with all

its parts laid out. “If I had no prior knowledge of how combustion works, or how the
gears or the crankshaft works, it would
be damned difficult for me to reverse engineer that,” he said. “Many of the tools I
just described don’t give a comprehension
of all of the parts, so you’re missing many
of the parts. If you’re doing biochemistry
over express, now you have three crankshafts and 18 pistons and you’re wondering how that’s going to work. Starting in
the 1980s optical microscopy would start
continued on page 34
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PLENARY SESSION

NANO/BIOPHOTONICS
10:30 – 11:30 AM, Rm 207, So. Level 2

INDUSTRY EVENTS

JOB FAIR
10 AM – 5 PM, Hall C, (Exhibit Level)
PHOTONICS WEST EXHIBITION
10 AM – 5 PM, No. and So. Halls
AR/VR/MR EXPO
10 AM – 5 PM, RM 204, Level 2
Moscone West
EQUITY, DIVERSITY, AND
INCLUSION LUNCH & LEARN:
Creative, Inclusive Cultures
12 – 1 PM, Industry Stage, Hall DE
(Exhibit Level)
BUILDING AN INDUSTRY: The
Commercialization of Quantum
Technology
1:30 – 4:30 PM, Industry Stage, Hall
D/E (Exhibit Level)
INVESTING IN PHOTONICS PANEL
DISCUSSION
2:45 – 3:45 pm, RM 2020/2022,
Level 2 Moscone West
OPTICS AND PHOTONICS
TECHNICIAN SHORTAGE: Solutions
and Opportunities
5:15 – 6:30 PM, Marriott Marquis
Hotel, Golden Gate C
LASE POSTER SESSION
6 – 8 PM, Level 3 Moscone West
For the full schedule, see the technical
program and exhibition guide or download the
SPIE Conferences app. Some events require
registration. Read daily news reports from
Photonics West online: spie.org/PWnews
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Jennifer Barton
Free-space optics
Light-scattering
technologies

What’s his secret? Eric Betzig tells all. Credit: SPIE

In the ‘Quantum Supremacy Age’
Google’s Trond Wuellner wows.
Credit: Adam Resnick

In the next wave, we will do ever more of our
“compute” on the network, as the old idea of
planned obsolescence gives way to sustainability as a “better business model,” predicts
a top tech guru.
Trond Wuellner, a group product manager at Google, stepped on the stage Monday in
the tech supremo uniform of black
Tshirt and jeans. Quickly, he mesmerized a standing-room only crowd
– he loves to speak of “our compute,” a
cool touch – for his presentation “Product Design for the Next Wave of Computing.”
These are already the days of targeted, specialized computers. “It’s part of matrix multiplication,” he said. “We are in a superstage,
having achieved quantum supremacy. And

that says that this system basically works.”
Wuellner traced the rise of planned obsolescence in the 1930s with examples from when
Pontiacs and Cadillacs stole market share from
Henry Ford’s uniform Model T, which soared
to sell 17 million cars, costing $575. Computer
devices did the same, for decades.
In the old days of “product segmentation,”
a 1930 Cadillac would give way to the 1933
models’ new wheels and cute bumpers. That
reduced the time of ownership, and, decades
on, something similar happened with PCs and
the phones in your pocket.
But now, in a time of specialized computers,
instead of selling new machines and software,
companies will derive revenue from selling
continued on page 03

IMEC drives into the future
IMEC, the Leuven, Belgium-based innovation hub focused on nanoelectronics and
digital tech, on Monday, oversaw ITF Photonics 2020, in which speakers discussed the
versatility and potential of silicon photonics
technology. While silicon photonics is a main
way to scale optical interconnects to meet the
growing demands of artificial intelligence,
cloud computing, telecom and datacom, the
technology has applications in many other
areas, from healthcare to agriculture and
food analysis.
“We position ourselves somewhere in between the academic world and the industry,”
said Nora Maene, a business development
manager. Its facilities provide both breadth

and depth in expertise, as well as infrastructure, which includes two clean rooms
and multiple labs. It works with hundreds
of partners around the world, forming an
R&D ecosystem, Maene added. “It’s really
more of a cooperative approach where our
partners learn from us.”
“IMEC is unique in its approach,” said
Brian Sapp, Senior Director of Technical
Performance and Partnerships of BRIDG,
a non-profit public-private partnership organization in semiconductor R&D, which
partnered with IMEC in 2016 to establish a
new design center in Florida, dubbed IMEC
USA. “They have a broad set of application
platforms and expertise, which enables them

Credit: Adam Resnick

Photo: Adam Resnick

Sustainability is good business
thanks to cloud, says Google

DON’T MISS
THESE EVENTS
TODAY.

SPIE STARTUP CHALLENGE
FINALS – Healthcare
9:30 – 11:30 AM, RM 2003 (Level 2
West)
LASERS IN MANUFACTURING
10 AM – 12 PM, Industry Stage, Hall
DE (Exhibit Level)
PHOTONICS WEST EXHIBITION
10 AM – 5 PM, No. and So. Halls
JOB FAIR
10 AM – 5 PM, Hall C, (Exhibit Level)
EQUITY, DIVERSITY, AND
INCLUSION LUNCH & LEARN:
Growth Mindset Leadership
12 – 1 PM, Industry Stage, Hall DE
(Exhibit Level)
PHOTONICS MOBILITY FORUM
1:30 – 4:30 PM, Industry Stage, Hall
DE (Exhibit Level)
SPIE STARTUP CHALLENGE
FINALS – Deep Tech
1:30 – 3:30 PM, RM 2003 (Level 2
West)
SPIE STARTUP CHALLENGE
AWARDS & RECEPTION
4 – 5 PM, (Level 2 West)
OPTO POSTER SESSION
6 – 8 PM, Level 3 Moscone West
PRISM AWARDS CEREMONY
& BANQUET
6 – 10 PM, Marriott Marquis Hotel,
Yerba Buena Ballroom
For the full schedule, see the technical
program and exhibition guide or download the
SPIE Conferences app. Some events require
registration. Read daily news reports from
Photonics West online: spie.org/PWnews

Keep it clean: IMEC technicians enjoys the
latest R&D facilities. Credit: IMEC

to create R&D solutions for all types and
sizes of projects.”
Today, IMEC has offices across Belgium,

PRISM Awards honor innovative companies

DON’T MISS
THESE EVENTS
TODAY.
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Lidar for automotive
Laser LiFi approaching
Optical societies meetup

continued on page 03

At last night’s gala event, these 12 companies
took home a coveted PRISM Award honoring
the best in photonics innovation. This year’s
winners included the first back-to-back winner in CloudMinds, and, for the second year
in a row, a former Startup Challenge winner turned its large check into a trophy as
PhotoniCare took home an award.
Communication: Innolume’s CW
Datacom Laser is an enabling component
for a new generation of data communication
equipment. It will substantially reduce laser

Credit: Trish Tunney

A wearable sensor
reveals smart bloodflow
when a harbor seal
makes a long dive.

SPIE and University of Central Florida
announce $650,000 scholarship fund

costs and power consumption – saving energy and the environment one laser at a time.
Energy: Prisma Photonics is the first
and only company to offer highly effective,
high-fidelity monitoring of electrical transmission lines based on pre-existing optical
communication cables. A single PrismaSense system can monitor 100 km of transmission lines without the need to install any
sensor on the lines or towers.
Healthcare: PhotoniCare’s TOMi
Scope uses light to see through the eardrum

Startup winners rise to the Challenge
Six companies came out on top at the 10th
annual Startup Challenge healthcare and
deep tech tracks Wednesday.
First place in the healthcare track went
to Odin Technologies, LLC for Lumisense
– an optics-based, wearable diagnostic device that assesses extremity hemodynamics
– allowing caregivers to identify perfusion
injuries and complications.
“We’re developing the next generation
of intelligent wearable devices to help clini-

cians to identify non-obvious hemorrhage
and compartment syndrome in trauma
patients,” said Odin founder and CEO Steven
Hansen. Through early identification, Lumisense allows patients to get the treatment
they need sooner; improving outcomes and
reducing costs for hospitals.”
Rubitection took second place for the Rubitect Assessment System (RAS) – an optical
skin health and wellness tool for diagnosis
and monitoring with an initial application

and directly visualize fluid in the middle
ear for the correct diagnosis and treatment.
The TOMi Scope uses a proprietary optical
coherence tomography engine that meets a
significant clinical need at a price point and
ease-of-use that enables it to be leveraged in
primary care settings.
Life Sciences: TERA-print’s TERAFab E series is the world’s first desktop
nanoprinter based on a new, highly scalable
and versatile photolithographic technology,
continued on page 03

for early pressure ulcer (bedsore) prevention. RAS uses applied reflectance
spectroscopy to identify redness or
changes in the coloration of the skin.
“RAS is a technology that’s addressing a global healthcare problem,” said Rubitection CEO Sanna Gaspard.
“It can reliably measure the properties of
the skin on all patients independent of skin
color, and it can be used easily by an aid or
skilled nurse.”
Rachel Kuperman, founder and CEO of
Eysz, Inc. came away with third place for
her company’s Seizure Monitoring Software.
“Detecting and responding to seizures is
critical to managing epilepsy. Today, accurately detecting seizures outside of a hospital-based setting is like trying to diagnose a
fever without a thermometer.” The software
being developed at Eysz will analyze passive
eye movement data including relative eye
position and blink frequency, to measure
seizures with loss of consciousness.
First place in the deep tech track went to

DON’T MISS
THESE EVENTS
TODAY.
INDUSTRY EVENTS

PHOTONICS WEST EXHIBITION
10 AM – 4 PM, Halls A-F
INDUSTRY UPDATE: TRENDS AND
OUTLOOK
10:15 – 11:45 AM, Industry Stage,
Hall DE (Exhibit Level)
PUBLIC POLICY UPDATE: EXPORT
CONTROL, ADVOCACY, AND MORE
10:45 – 11:15 AM, Industry Stage,
Hall DE (Exhibit Level)
PRISM AWARDS WINNERS PANEL
11:30 AM - 12:00 PM, Industry Stage,
Hall DE (Exhibit Level)
EQUITY, DIVERSITY, AND
INCLUSION LUNCH & LEARN:
DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE
12:00 – 1:00 PM, Industry Stage,
Hall DE (Exhibit Level)
For the full schedule, see the technical
program and exhibition guide or download the
SPIE Conferences app. Some events require
registration. Read daily news reports from
Photonics West online: spie.org/PWnews
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Twisted light
Versatile metamaterials
AIM Photonics update
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Introducing the new Thermal Module
for LensCheck™ Systems.

From concept to volume production:
You can do it all with Optikos.

IQ Lab: Your one-stop shop for
optical testing services.

Now you can test smaller lenses over extreme temperatures of -25ºC to 105ºC. The compact LensCheck
with the TM-1050 Thermal Module provides a flexible and powerful tool to characterize your lens performance,
including making measurements of the effects of temperature on image quality and flange focal length.

Brainstorm the design of an optical product or take your concept all the way with Optikos. We provide:
Feasibility, Breadboard, Design and Development, Alpha/Beta Prototype, Transfer to Manufacturing,
Pilot Build, and Volume Production.

Look no further. All of your optical testing needs can be met here at Optikos in our world-renowned
IQ Lab™ facility. Send us your lens or camera system—from just one, to hundreds—and our expert
optical engineers will help you assess your image quality and system performance.

See it for yourself at booth #1827.

Bring your ideas to booth #1827.

Get started at booth #1827.

•	
•	
•
•	

extensive distribution during
the Show
published on site and printed
overnight, each day, every day
latest news from the Show floor
planning for over 20,000
attendees
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follow us on twitter @opticsorg
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Photonics West Show Daily 2022 - published on site each day

Back where you belong!
Photonics West 2022 is returning as the first major
in-person event in over a year for the global photonics
industry. Join us in San Francisco where you will be able to
reconnect with existing customers as well as exploring new
business relationships with buyers and industry influencers
and innovators. All under one roof.

Fundamental to business
development
Photonics West is a key industry event and will be a
core component for any marketing plan aimed at driving
business development, showcasing products and creating
valuable lead generation for thousands of companies
across the photonics industry as they look forward to
reshaping their futures.
Bringing products to market and building footfall to your
booth will be more essential than ever and one thing that
you can be sure of is that demand for advertising and
sponsorship opportunities will be high, with availability
limited.

Delivering your marketing messages
By working in close partnership with optics.org you will
be able to reserve space in the Photonics West
Show Daily, the official daily newspaper for
Substantial
Photonics West, to ensure that your products,
daily
marketing message and brand are delivered to
distribution
conference attendees each and every day of the
show.

Essential reading
The Photonics West Show Daily will report the latest
news from both the show floor and the conference and will
be published daily with compelling up to date content and
insight as the event unfolds. If you are launching a product,
announcing a demo or you simply want to highlight your
booth location there is no better way than taking space in
the Photonics West Show Daily.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2019

PHOTONICS
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SHOW DAILY

The right
wavelength
Brittany Speer, II-VI
representative, presents
the new 405 nm QOMO laser.
Photo: Joey Cobbs

Noise around AR, VR hits new peak
Standing room only at two-day conference on headsets,
drones, and smart cars in the future “Photonic City.”
As the AR/VR/MR 2019 speakers noted,
Sunday’s much-augmented Superbowl LIII
was a timely case study. Its painted-on lines
of scrimmage, first-down lines, replays and
ever-present info boxes immersed millions
in Augmented Reality.
Earlier, creators and critics of AR, and its
cousins Virtual and Mixed Reality, sounded
off on successes and misfires at Sunday’s
second annual Industry Days, one of the
best-attended events of Photonics West.
“If you’re a Superbowl fan, you came to
right place,” said Bernard Kress, the event
moderator. “We are making the Superbowl
more fun, more immersive. We are going to
provide the world with this new immersive

display to allow millions of people to experience the Superbowl in ways they never have.”
But sharp criticism came from Thad
Starner, a professor at Georgia Tech, who
argued that the industry is ignoring what
users actually do, and like. For example,
users don’t want the widest field of view,
don’t want to play “head ping pong,” moving
left and right before a big screen. “Your eyes
want to be watching within 30 degrees for
the action.”
For videos, he said users prefer the small,
portable screen in their pocket, like a smart
phone, to a giant-size home theater screen.
“Portability beats FOV.” And users don’t opt

DON’T MISS
THESE EVENTS
TODAY.
NANO/BIOPHOTONICS
10:30-11:30 AM, Rm. 207, So. Level 2
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More than just a game. Photo: Adam Resnick

Donna Strickland: Girls just
wanna have fun – in the lab
At the BiOS Plenary Session on Sunday, SPIE President Jim Oschmann
welcomed Canadian optical physicist Donna Strickland of University
of Waterloo to the stage.
Less than two months earlier,
in December 2018, Strickland had
been led to the podium to speak at
the Nobel Prize Award Ceremony in
Stockholm, Sweden, and accept the
Nobel Prize in Physics – the only
women honored with the distinction since Maria Goeppert Mayer

continued on page 33
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PLENARY SESSION

INDUSTRY EVENTS

KEY LEGAL ISSUES FACING THE
OPTICS INDUSTRY
8-9:30 AM, Rm. 9, So. Exhibit Level

It’s a Breeze!

MARKETING & SALES MODELS
FORCEO William
Bayspec
SUSTAINABLE GROWTHYang (center) presents
8-10 AM, Rm. 10, So. Exhibitthe
Level
Breeze Analyzer.
ESSENTIAL SKILLS WORKSHOPS
8:30 AM–5:30 PM, Marriott Marquis
Hotel, Sierra B, 5th Fl.
SENSORS AND INSTRUMENTATION
EXPORT CONTROL MEETING
9 AM-12 PM, Rm. 12, So. Exhibit Level
QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES:
CURRENT AND POTENTIAL
APPLICATIONS AND MARKETS
9-9:45 AM, No. Exhibit Level
PHOTONICS WEST EXHIBITION
Chinese New Year
10 AM-5 PM, North and South Halls
thrills the crowds at
Photonics West.
SPIE JOB FAIR
Photo: Adam Resnick
10 AM-5 PM, Hall C, Aisle 1800
STARTUP CHALLENGE SEMI-FINALS
China is what I call the 2kW
2-4 PM, So. Exhibit Level
laser and above, which are
SILICON PHOTONICS AND
PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: now under development in
2019 INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
China. A factor limiting the
4:30-5:30 PM, Rm. 21, No. Exhibit
potential here is still that
Level

Photo: Joey Cobbs
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INDUSTRY EVENTS
EXPORT CONTROL
in 1963 and Marie Curie in 1903.
WORKING GROUPS
In her PhD project that eventually
8:30 AM-12:30 PM, So. Exhibit Level
led to the Nobel Prize, Strickland
3D PRINTING AND INDUSTRY 4.0:
above the 20kW level, the
For the full schedule, see the technical
had cited Goeppert Mayer’s work in
AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
program and exhibition guide or download the
market is much smaller.”
multiphoton physics.
SPIE Conferences app. Some events require
8-10 AM, No. Exhibit Level
Considering the potential
registration. Read daily news reports from
In her opening remarks, StrickPHOTONICS WEST EXHIBITION
Photonics West online: spie.org/PWnews
resolution of the tensions
10 AM-5 PM, No. and So.Brit
Halls Berry-Pusey
land noted that she was speaking on
between the US and China
behalf of Arthur Ashkin, who was
SPIE JOB FAIR
walks away with it
in relation to high-tech and
10 AM-5 PM, Hall C, Aisle 1800
awarded half the prize for the invenAvenda Health wins
laser trading, Gu presented
MARKETING TIPS: DESIGNING
tion of optical tweezers, and her “esStartup Challenge
results from several recent
09 ELI Beamlines
FOR GROWTH.
teemed colleague” Gérard Mourou,
1-3 PM, So. Exhibit Level
Photo: George Nikitin
studies that showed the per15 BiOS Hot Topics
with whom she shared the prize for
THE QED-C CONSORTIUM
sistence of what he called a
Nobel Laureate Donna Strickland
25 25 years of ultrasound
the development of a chirped-pulse
AND ENABLING PHOTONICS
BiOS. Photo:
Joey Cobbs
The Lasers at
& SPIE
Photonics
Marketplace
Sem- the US figure of 3.5%, and furthermore that “love-hate relationship – but still an importTECHNOLOGIES FOR THE
continued on page 33
inar, hosted by Pennwell’s Laser Focus in 2019 the value of China’s economy will ant relationship.”
EMERGING QUANTUM INDUSTRY
1-2:30 PM, Room 21, No. Exhibit
World, takes place on the Monday between surpass that of the Eurozone. “So togethOne of Gu’s key conclusions from his
Level
SPIE BiOS and SPIE Photonics West. This er these big two markets account for 40% analysis of the Sino-US business landscape
STARTUP CHALLENGE FINALS
year’s presentation by China specialist Dr. of world trade, which is why I think it’s so is that even though the Chinese laser in3-6 PM, No. Exhibit Level
dustr y enBo Gu was of particular interest not merely i mp o r t a nt
The world’s first cloud AI-based handheld Winners, categories
Smart Vision Lights’ NanoDrive
PRISM AWARDS CEREMONY
because it was the eve of Chinese New Year that these
joyed a good
AND
BANQUET
Raman spectrometer; a system that derives CloudMinds’ XI AI Raman
Spectrometer
(Light Sources) is an embedded technology
– we have just entered
the Year of thecool...brought
Pig: c o u n t r i e s to you by >>
2018, the
6-10 PM, Marriott Marquis Hotel
something
accurate 3D measurements from 2D images; (Detectors & Sensors category) is the world’s that allows tens of amps to reach the LEDs
4717 – but because Sino-US relations have learn how
slow down in
INCREDIBLES 2
a handheld defect gauge that sizes manufac- first cloud AI-based handheld
Raman
spec- of a light in 500 ns or less, resulting in a
FREE
VIEWING
been sorely strained by trade sanctions and to deal with
the economy
tured parts as easily as taking a picture on trometer with 785nm laser8:00
excitation.
that reaches its full LED power/light
PM-10:00 PM, No.light
Lower
increasing mistrust between these two giant each other,”
and uncerLobby,SPINDLE
Exhibit Level intensity when strobing.
a phone; and the first frequency-modulatDouble Helix Optics’
trading blocs.
he said.
tainty due to
ed continuous CW lidar for smart vehicles. (Diagnostics & Therapeutics)
provides
unModular Photonics’ OMPlex (Optics &
For the
full schedule,
see the technical
Gu commented, “Political and trade ten“A c c e s s
the trade war
program and exhibition guide or download the
and trackThese were just some of the technologies paralleled precision 3D imaging
Optomechanics)
devices are based on pasSPIE Conferences
app. Some events
require
sions between the US and China are much to finance in China is difficult, which is “points to a bumpy 2019 – unless there is a
registration.
daily news reports
from
that are today the proud bearers of 2019 ing, breaking through limitations
inRead
visibilisive silica
chips that increase data transPhotonics West online: spie.org/PWnews
in the news, often obscuring the deep links limiting the potential of Chinese SMEs to resolution soon.”
Prism Awards.
ty to allow unprecedented study of inter- and mission rates and reach in optical fiber netand market relationships between China and purchase laser equipment.”
On the upside, he said that successful neThe eleventh annual Prism Awards took intra-cellular interactions.
works. The chip multiplexes a data signal
Another trend he noted is that the types
US and European companies.”
gotiation between the two countries “will
place last night atBOOTH
a gala event2151
at San FranLeica’s BLK3D (Imaging & Cameras) into one mode in highly multimode fiber.
He said China’s GDP in 2018 was equiv- of lasers that the Chinese buyers import are result in a new landscape with more opporcisco’s Marriott Marquis Hotel.
looks like a smartphone, but under the hood,
Toptica Photonics’ DLC TOPO
alent to $13.5 trillion (or 16% of the world going up in power as the capability of the tunities in China for US companies, and that
Never before has the Prism Awards recog- it is a 3D measurement and documentation
(Scientific Lasers) builds on years of com07 Facebook focus
economy), compared to the US figure of domestic Chinese market to produce higher- Chinese companies will in turn be seeking
pany
innovation to deliver wide tunability,
nized such a broad range of innovation from machine designed to deliver11accurate
3D
Quantum race
$20.5 trillion (24%). But Gu pointed out that power lasers grows. He commented, “The US partners to access the US market.”
so many different companies from so many measurements derived from25
2D images.
narrow linewidth output, and hands-free
US clusters thrive
China’s growth rate was almost 7%, against only frontier left for international exports to
MATTHEW PEACH
digital control over the 1.45μm to 4.00μm
spectral range.
4D Technology’s 4D InSpec XL (Test
& Measurement) is a handheld, non-contact
part defect gauge that measures manufactured parts as easily as taking a picture on
a phone. The device makes instant, qualifying, 3D measurements of surface features
fast and ﬂexible...brought to you by >>
on manufactured parts being evaluated.
Blackmore Automotive’s Doppler
Lidar System (Transportation) is the world’s
first frequency-modulated CW lidar for autonomous vehicles. It gathers instantaneous
velocity and long-range measurements of
every detected point.
Winners all. Wilhelm Kaenders, Toptica; Scott Keeney, nLIGHT; Alexandra Yang, CloudMinds.
QD Laser’s Retissa Display (Vision
nLIGHT’s Corona (Industrial Lasers)
Technology)
countries around the world.
BOOTH
2151 is a retinal projection laser eyeThe 2019 finalists, from small companies is a fiber laser with rapidly tunable beam wear—an optical see-through, head-mountto large, are advancing technologies in the quality. The Corona provides optimum beam ed display device using a miniature laser
areas of healthcare, security, transporta- characteristics for an unprecedented variety projector to draw images directly to the
tion, manufacturing, scientific discovery, of processes and materials, addressing a key wearer’s retina.
research, and more.
limitation of conventional fixed-beam lasers.
MATTHEW PEACH
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Prism Awards celebrate the best of photonics

Temperature testing for lenses
Tensions between the

US and China often obscure
the deep links between
these trading blocs.
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DON’T MISS
THESE EVENTS
TODAY.
INDUSTRY EVENTS

KEY LEGAL ISSUES: HAVE YOUR
QUESTIONS ANSWERED, SIGN UP
FOR A FREE SESSION
8 AM-12 PM, So. Exhibit Level
PHOTONICS INDUSTRY AND
PUBLIC POLICY UPDATE
9:15-9:45 AM, Rm. 21, No. Exhibit
Level

It’s where buyers
come to buy

PHOTONICS WEST EXHIBITION
10 AM-4 PM, North and South Halls
STARTUP ALLEY
11 AM-12:30 PM, Hall E, Demo Area
For the full schedule, see the technical
program and exhibition guide or download the
SPIE Conferences app. Some events require
registration. Read daily news reports
from Photonics West online:
spie.org/PWnews

Camera testing for car safety

Soft LED
implants
p.33
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Cassini’s success
Hillenkamp winners
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Industry report
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Lasers in space

Industrial R&D, product engineers, and scientists from around the
globe come together at Photonics West. In addition to companies,
leading government and research organizations also send hundreds of
attendees to learn what’s new.

Expert design and manufacturing
brought to you every day by >>

Lasers and Systems

BOOTH 2151

Optical Components
Cameras and Imaging Systems
Detectors, Sensors
Fiber Optics and Accessories

Massive daily distribution at
exclusive locations
Distribution of the Photonics West Show Daily will
be in prime locations accessible only by SPIE, including
inside the Moscone Center in the Photonics West
Registration areas and high traffic visitor areas, giving you
more exposure to attendees than ever before.
The Photonics West Show Daily will provide you
with direct access to your target buyers and should be
considered integral to your Photonics West marketing
plans. Guarantee greater exposure ahead of other
exhibitors and give your company the recognition it
deserves.

There are no substitutes

Optical Coatings, Thin Films
Test and Measurement Equipment
LEDs, OLEDs, Non-Laser Light Sources
Optomechanical Components, Devices
Software
Electronic Components
Microscopes
Spectroscopy Devices and Equipment
Positioning Equipment
Computing, Data Processing Hardware
Electronic, Digital Imaging Equipment
Displays
Materials, Abrasives, Chemicals
Nanotechnology Products
Optical Fabrication Equipment
Electrical, Signal Analysis Equipment

If it isn’t in the Photonics West Show Daily – then it
isn’t official.
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Benefits of being seen in the Show Daily at Photonics West

Be a part of the most important
gathering of the year

Expand your revenue and
your growth

Start your year off right at the leading photonics and laser event.

During this time of change, people will be seeking new capabilities and partnerships. Reach the
qualified audience attracted to this world-class event.

FEATURED TECHNOLOGIES:

• Lasers and other light sources
• Laser accessories, laser systems
• Cameras and CCD components
• Fiber optic components, equipment, systems
• Optical components
• Communication
• Optical detectors

• High speed imaging and sensing
• Optical materials and substrates
• IR sources and detectors
• Electronic imaging components
• Optical coatings
• Lenses and filters
• Positions and mounts

ATTENDEE JOB FUNCTION FROM PREVIOUS YEARS:

Planning for 20,000
attendees in 2022
Photonics West historically attracts over 20,000 international attendees.
We look forward to seeing everyone again in San Francisco as we resume face-toface, live events.

Join top suppliers in 2022
Don’t miss out. These are just a few of the hundreds of companies signed-up to be a part of
Photonics West 2022 in San Francisco.
Boston Electronics
Edmund Optics
Excelitas
G&H Group
Hamamatsu Corp.
IPG Photonics Corp.
JENOPTIK Optical Systems GmbH
Laser Components USA

optics.org: Contact Rob Fisher, Advertising Sales tel: +44 (0)117 905 5330 fax: +44 (0)117 905 5331 email: rob.fisher@optics.org

Leonardo Electronics US Inc.
MKS Instruments, Inc.
OptoSigma
SCHOTT North America, Inc.
Teledyne Imaging
TOPTICA Photonics, Inc.
TRUMPF Inc.
PI (Physik Instrumente) L.P.
follow us on twitter @opticsorg
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Photonics West Show Daily 2022 - advertising opportunities

Deadlines

We are able to offer a wide range of advertising positions
and sizes – in fact, something to meet every marketing need
and budget. So whether you a looking for high-impact brand
advertising or a new product advert to sit alongside relevant
editorial, we have something for you.

Reservations Due: 7 January 2022

Materials Due: 7 January 2022

Show Daily Rates
HALF PAGE
HORIZONTAL
FULL PAGE
BLEED
AND
NON-BLEED

Trim: 10.5”(w) x 13.5”(h)
Bleed: 10.75”(w) x 13.75”(h)
Max image area for non
bleed ad: 9.75”(w) x 13”(h)
Rate:
$9910/€9030/£7990

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
BLEED AND NON BLEED

Trim: 21”(w) x 13.5”(h)
Bleed: 21.25”(w) x 13.75”(h)
Max image area for non bleed ad: 20.5”(w) x 13”(h)
Rate: $16800/€15315/£13550

Size: 9.75”(w) x 6”(h)
Rate:
$6050/€5515/£4880

THIRD PAGE
HORIZONTAL
HALF
PAGE
VERTICAL

Size: 4.5”(w) x 12.5”(h)
Rate:
$6050/€5515/£4880

Size: 9.75”(w) x 4”(h)
Rate:
$4840/€4415/£3905

EIGHTH PAGE

THIRD PAGE
VERTICAL

JUNIOR AD

COVER STRIP

QUARTER PAGE

Photo courtesy of SPIE

Size: 3”(w) x 12..5”(h)
Rate:
$4840/€4415/£3905

Size: 4.5”(w) x 6.25”(h)
Rate:
$3230/€2945/£2605

Size: 4.5”(w) x 3”(h)
Rate:
$1755/€1600/£1415

Size: 7.25”(w) x 10”(h)
Rate:
$6580/€5995/£5305

Size: 9.75”(w) x 2.5”(h)
Rate:
$4400/€4015/£3550

Covers and Premium Position Rates
Inside Front Cover
Rate: $11040/€10065/£8905

Inside Back Cover
Rate: $11040/€10065/£8905

optics.org: Contact Rob Fisher, Advertising Sales tel: +44 (0)117 905 5330 fax: +44 (0)117 905 5331 email: rob.fisher@optics.org

Outside Back Cover
Rate: $11040/€10065/£8905

follow us on twitter @opticsorg
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Photonics West Show Daily 2022 - advertising opportunities

Optics.Org Product Focus
Product Focus is a print publication from optics.org and will form part
of the Photonics West Show Daily. It is the ideal place to announce a
new product or to ensure your existing products get the visibility they
deserve. If you are exhibiting at the Show, we will include your booth
number in your advertisement making it easy for potential customers
to find your products.

Eighth Page Product

Eighth Page Product
plus
Star Product*
on optics.org
*Star Products deliver homepage
promotion and inclusion in the
optics.org section of Photonics
West Show Daily.

Rates - Optics.Org Product Focus Section
Eighth Page Product
Rate: $1755/€1600/£1415

Eighth Page Product plus Star Product* on optics.org
Rate: $2100/€1915/£1695
*Star Products deliver homepage promotion and inclusion into the optics.org
section of Photonics West Show Daily.

Photo courtesy of SPIE

Copy should not be more than 85 words.
Full company details should be provided
plus any contact names.
Product photo size: 40mm x 30mm
Photo should be supplied as highresolution JPEG or EPS files. All image
files must be 300 dpi minimum at above
size and CMYK.

Artwork Specifications
Digital materials are required. Hi-res print-ready Acrobat PDFs
preferred. Supply all ads with crop marks clearly indicated. Hard
copy proofs are requested with all materials.
Accepted Native File Formats include (Macintosh platform
only) Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, and Photoshop. PC-based files
are not accepted. Please convert PC-based files to Illustrator
EPS with fonts turned into outlines. Always include all fonts and
supporting graphics.
Unacceptable Programs and File Formats: GIF, JPEG or PNG
files are not accepted. QuarkXPress, Adobe PageMaker, Corel
Draw, Microsoft Publisher, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, or low
quality PDFs are also not accepted.
Bleed Allowance: Full page ads require .125” bleeds ALL SIDES.
Incremental ads (1/2 page, 1/4 page and cover strips) do not
bleed and must be made to exact size. A 1/2 point keyline is
recommended to outline all incremental ads.
Live Area/Safety Margin: Keep all live matter .375” from edge.

Graphics: Import images at 100% size and at 300 dpi resolution.
Fonts: Open Type or Postscript Type 1 fonts only. Provide all
printer and screen fonts. Do not apply character-level styling in
page layout application. Avoid using True Type or DFont fonts.
Proofs: High quality color proofs output at 100% showing crop
marks.
Pick ups: Materials cannot be picked up from previous
directories or from other sources. Please supply new files for each
insertion.
Storage and Liability: Photonics West Show Daily does not
store or return material after printing. Photonics West Show
Daily is not liable for loss or damage of ad materials. Materials
not prepared to Photonics West Show Daily specifications may
incur additional charges and may sacrifice reproduction quality.
Publisher is not responsible for incorrect or incomplete ad
materials.

Color: CMYK only. RGB files are not accepted.

As part of SPIE, there are many international exhibition, sponsorship, and advertising opportunities associated with SPIE events, SPIE Digital Library, Photonics Focus Magazine, SPIE Journals, and Webinars.
Let’s talk about how we can create a multi-channel marketing campaign together!
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